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CommentComment

This rule is fine but also accomplishes nothing. This rule is fine but also accomplishes nothing. It has always been theIt has always been the
case that regulatory guidance did not itself constitute a regulation butcase that regulatory guidance did not itself constitute a regulation but
instead articulated the issuing agency's views regarding whatinstead articulated the issuing agency's views regarding what
procedures represented safe and sound business practices. procedures represented safe and sound business practices. TheThe
petition for rulemaking seems premised on the notion that placing thispetition for rulemaking seems premised on the notion that placing this
statement into regulation will somehow constrain the agencies futurestatement into regulation will somehow constrain the agencies future
actions. actions. That seems unlikely and ultimately impossible. That seems unlikely and ultimately impossible. As always, theAs always, the
agencies may issue MRAs or other criticisms and ask that a supervisedagencies may issue MRAs or other criticisms and ask that a supervised
entity respond promptly. entity respond promptly. If the entity choses not to, the agency canIf the entity choses not to, the agency can
pursue an enforcement action, which process provides the entity withpursue an enforcement action, which process provides the entity with
due process rights. due process rights. This policy statement changes nothing about thatThis policy statement changes nothing about that
dynamic. dynamic. Furthermore, if it were found that this regulation did constrainFurthermore, if it were found that this regulation did constrain
the agencies' actions, the agencies could always seek to repeal itthe agencies' actions, the agencies could always seek to repeal it
outright, and agency rules cannot constrain future agency leaders'outright, and agency rules cannot constrain future agency leaders'
future rulemaking actions.future rulemaking actions.  

On balance, this rule is innocuous but also a waste of agencyOn balance, this rule is innocuous but also a waste of agency
resources.resources.
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